
RDF Expand Their Range of Exit Signs for Car Parks. 
See The Exit Signs at Park Ex at the NEC in June.  

 

 

Image: ONTEC E wall mount exit sign 

 

RDF Lighting Power and Control have an extensive range of emergency lighting and exit signs from 

TM Technologie and have recently expanded their range to suit car park applications.  As well as 

more types of exit signs, there are more accessories to suit the need for protection against the 

elements or from the more challenging anti-social behaviour. 

The Park Ex show at the NEC in June is a major conference for companies involved or interested in 

the car park industry.  We are delighted to have our exit signs featured at the show for the first time, 

why not come have a look and ask us about them. 

 

 

  

https://rdflightingpowerandcontrol.co.uk/


 

Image: Mounting options including PPZ, multi-direction bracket or sidewall bracket for ONTEC G 

 

Since car parks tend to have concrete walls and ceilings then we have metal accessories for a range 

of mounting requirements as well as providing vandal proofing. 

 

 

 

Image: New multi-direction legend Primo Q in 30m and 40m versions 

 

Exit signs can Our exit signs have been proving popular for some recent new car park builds.  A major 

television studio in Elstree together with a hospital in Dorset now proudly feature our recently 

launched suspended cube type sign, the PRIMO Q in their brand new multi-story car parks.  The 

PRIMO Q is viewable from 360 degrees and from a huge 40 metres.  This means people can clearly 

see where the exit is located without having multiple potentially confusing exit signs mounted in 

different configurations especially at an escape route intersection. 

 



  

Image: Not just in white 

 

The PC and metal signs come in white or black colours as standard with the metal versions also 

available in a brushed or satin steel finish.  We can also discuss with our clients other colours for that 

for example can match their corporate colours or just add a splash of colour for a more modern 

aesthetic. 

 

 

Image: ONTEC S20 and S30: IP65, IP67, IK10 versions, and also anti vandal accessories 

 

Some of our exit signs have metal accessories that upgrade versions that can withstand punishment 

up to IK10 ratings (such as the ONTEC S20 universal bulkhead and exit sign with IP67 / IK10 metal 

enclosure).  Also shown above with our vandal resistant cage. 

 


